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Wöchentliche Wirtschaftsaktivität: Messung und 
Informationsgehalt  
 

Zusammenfassung 
Die COVID-19-Pandemie hat zu einem grossen Bedarf an schnell verfügbaren Instrumenten zur 
Beurteilung der Konjunkturlage geführt. Während in konjunkturell ruhigen Zeiten monatliche oder 
sogar vierteljährliche Daten für Analysten und politische Entscheidungsträger ausreichend sind, 
erfordert die Geschwindigkeit und Schwere der aktuellen Krise Daten auf einer höheren Frequenz.  
Wir konstruieren einen Konjunkturindikator der Schweizer Wirtschaft auf wöchentlicher Frequenz. 
Der WWA-Index basiert auf einem neuartigen Datensatz, der die wirtschaftliche Aktivität in ver-
schiedenen Dimensionen über einen langen Zeithorizont erfasst. Neun Indikatoren fliessen in die 
Berechnung des WWA-Index ein. Wir bereinigen die Wochendaten sorgfältig um saisonale Muster, 
Kalendereffekte, Ausreisser und die 53. Kalenderwoche.  
Der daraus resultierende WWA-Index weist eine hohe Korrelation mit dem BIP auf und bildet die 
Bewegungen im Schweizer Konjunkturzyklus seit 2005 präzise ab. Seine frühe Verfügbarkeit im 
Vergleich zu anderen Konjunkturindikatoren macht ihn zu einem hervorragenden Instrument für die 
makroökonomische Konjunkturanalyse, nicht nur in Krisenzeiten.  
Anhand einer Echtzeit-Evaluation zeigen wir die Bedeutung unseres vorgeschlagenen Anpas-
sungsverfahrens auf: (i) unser wöchentlicher Index übertrifft einen vergleichbaren Index ohne an-
gepasste Inputvariablen signifikant; (ii) der wöchentliche Index übertrifft etablierte monatliche Indi-
katoren bei der Nowcasting-Prognose des BIP-Wachstums. Diese Erkenntnisse sollten helfen, 
andere kürzlich entwickelte hochfrequente Indikatoren zu verbessern.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



    

 

Activité économique hebdomadaire : Mesure et 
contenu informationnel  
 

Résumé 
La pandémie de COVID 19 a engendré un grand besoin pour des outils d’analyse conjoncturelle 
rapidement disponibles. Si les données mensuelles ou même trimestrielles sont suffisantes pour 
les analystes et les décideurs politiques en temps normal, la rapidité et la gravité de la crise éco-
nomique actuelle exigent des données à une fréquence plus élevée.  
Nous construisons un indicateur conjoncturel de l’économie suisse sur une fréquence hebdoma-
daire. L’indice AEH est basé sur un nouvel ensemble de données qui saisit l’activité économique 
dans diverses dimensions sur un long horizon temporel. Neuf indicateurs entrent dans le calcul de 
l’indice AEH. Nous ajustons soigneusement les données hebdomadaires pour tenir compte des 
variations saisonnières et calendaires, des valeurs aberrantes et de la 53e semaine civile.  
L’indice AEH qui en résulte est hautement corrélé avec le PIB et suit avec précision les mouve-
ments du cycle conjoncturel suisse depuis 2005. Sa disponibilité précoce par rapport à d’autres 
indicateurs conjoncturels en fait un excellent outil d’analyse macroéconomique, et pas seulement 
en période de crise.  
En utilisant une évaluation en temps réel, nous démontrons l’importance de la méthode       d’ajus-
tement que nous proposons : (i) notre indice hebdomadaire surpasse significativement un indice 
comparable sans ajustement préalable des variables prises en compte ; (ii) l’indice hebdomadaire 
surpasse les indicateurs mensuels établis en matière de prévisions à court terme de la croissance 
du PIB. Ces résultats devraient contribuer à améliorer d’autres indicateurs à haute fréquence ré-
cemment développés.  

 



    

 

Attività economica settimanale: Misurazione e 
contenuto informativo   
 

Riassunto 
La pandemia di COVID-19 ha condotto a un grande bisogno di strumenti rapidamente disponibili 
per valutare lo stato dell'economia. Mentre i dati mensili o addirittura trimestrali sono sufficienti per 
gli analisti e per la presa di decisioni politiche in tempi di calma economica, la velocità e la gravità 
della crisi attuale richiedono dati con una frequenza maggiore.  
Costruiamo un indicatore congiunturale dell'economia svizzera a frequenza settimanale. L'indice 
AES si basa su un nuovo set di dati che copre l'attività economica in varie dimensioni su un lungo 
orizzonte temporale. Nove indicatori sono utilizzati per calcolare l’indice AES. Aggiustiamo atten-
tamente i dati settimanali per i modelli stagionali, gli effetti del calendario, i valori estremi e la cin-
quantatreesima settimana di calendario.  
L'indice AES che ne risulta è altamente correlato con il PIL e segue accuratamente i movimenti del 
ciclo economico svizzero dal 2005. La sua disponibilità anticipata rispetto ad altri indicatori con-
giunturali lo rende uno strumento eccellente per l'analisi macroeconomica non solo in tempi di crisi.  
Utilizzando una valutazione in tempo reale, dimostriamo l'importanza della nostra procedura di 
aggiustamento proposta: (i) il nostro indice settimanale supera significativamente un indice com-
parabile senza aggiustamento delle variabili di input aggiustate; (ii) l'indice settimanale supera in-
dicatori mensili affermati nelle previsioni “nowcasting” della crescita del PIL. Questi risultati dovreb-
bero aiutare a migliorare altri indicatori ad alta frequenza sviluppati di recente. 
 



    

 

Weekly economic activity: Measurement and in-
formational content  
 

Summary 
The COVID-19 pandemic has boosted the need for quickly available tools to assess the current 
stance of the business cycle. While in calm times monthly or even quarterly data is sufficient for 
analysts and policy makers, the speed and severity of the current crisis requires data at an higher 
frequency.  
We construct a composite business cycle indicator to measure real activity of the Swiss economy 
on a weekly frequency. The WEA-index is based on a novel high-frequency data-set capturing 
economic activity across distinct dimensions over a long time horizon. Nine indicators enter the 
index, which we carefully adjust for seasonal patterns, calendar effects, outliers, and the surplus 
week.  
The resulting high-frequency index has a high correlation with GDP and accurately captures move-
ments in the Swiss business cycle since 2005. Its early availability compared to other business 
cycle indicators makes it a great tool for macroeconomic surveillance, not only in crisis times.  
By means of a real-time evaluation, we highlight the importance of our proposed adjustment pro-
cedure: (i) our weekly index significantly outperforms a comparable index without adjusted input 
variables; (ii) the weekly index outperforms established monthly indicators in nowcasting GDP 
growth. These insights should help improve other recently developed high-frequency indicators. 
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1 Introduction

Fluctuations in real economic activity are generally characterized by a high degree of inertia.

In normal times, monthly or even quarterly economic data thus provides sufficient informa-

tion for macroeconomic forecasting, surveillance and policy making. However, in times of

economic distress, timeliness of economic data becomes a valuable asset for policy makers.

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, abrupt decisions with far-reaching social and eco-

nomic consequences have been made across the globe. In the following, both private and

public actors expressed an immediate need for information on the stance of the economy,

which caused an unprecedented surge for so called high-frequency data.

An extension of macroeconomic surveillance to a higher frequency than monthly or quar-

terly seems straightforward at first sight. As a major drawback, however, weekly or daily

data often contains considerable noise. This obscures the information contained in the data

relevant for assessing the stance of the real economy. In this context, Proietti et al. [2018]

mention the challenges that arise from weekly data: compared to lower frequency data, it

generally exhibits substantial volatility, features more outliers and breaks. They therefor

recommend the use of annual growth rates. Nevertheless, they stress the need for further

adjustment steps as weekly data might contain various idiosyncrasies. This paper investi-

gates how an appropriate adjustment of the input data helps to improve the performance of

a weekly coincident indicator.

To shed light on this issue, we develop a weekly economic activity (short: WEA) index

for Switzerland. The country is well suited for a such study: first, a large number of data-

series are available on a weekly frequency; second, the majority of these series are regularly

and timely updated; third, the series are available for a long time horizon (some begin in the

early 2000s); and fourth, trade data on goods imports and exports are available on a weekly

basis, which offers a unique coverage of real economic activity. Many other countries lack

at least one of these features.

To the best of our knowledge there are no results in the literature regarding how an ap-

propriate adjustment of the data used to construct a weekly index affects its nowcasting

performance. For this purpose, we particularly focus on an adequate adjustment of our

input variables prior to estimating the common factor. We clean the data for seasonal pat-

ters, calendar and holiday effects. Moreover, we remove outliers and impose periodicity

by addressing the problem of the surplus week. We evaluate the now- and forecasting per-

formance of our proposed index with adjusted input variables in an ex-post out-of-sample

exercise starting in 2007. We compare its predictive power relative to both a weekly index

without adjusted inputs as well as relative to established monthly business cycle indicators.

Our final index is based on nine carefully selected weekly data series. The input data
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covers the economy along distinct dimensions: private household consumption, production

activity, labor market, domestic and international trade. The WEA index shows an high cor-

relation with GDP and captures the different phases of the Swiss business cycle well. Impor-

tantly, in spring 2020, the index quickly provided an accurate signal for the fall in economic

activity due to the imposed containment measures to slowdown the spread of Coronavirus.

The WEA index is robust to many specification changes including the estimation method

and the inclusion and/or omission of constituent series.

We report five main findings regarding the informational content of our index: First,

weekly data in the form of our WEA index with adjusted input series contains relevant infor-

mation for nowcasting and forecasting GDP growth. Second, our evidence strongly suggests

that carefully accounting for calendar and seasonal effects and removing outliers is crucial to

derive a precise business cycle signal. Third, weekly data is superior to monthly, especially

for nowcasting. The WEA index significantly outperforms established monthly indices for

the Swiss economy. Fourth, the index itself contains sufficient informational content for pre-

dicting GDP growth. The index covers economic activity well and need not necessarily be

accompanied by a more sophisticated econometric model like a Bridge-equation for fore-

casting. Fifth the WEA index not only serves as a tool in times of crisis. It has proven to

deliver useful signals and accurate predictions also in calm times.

Our paper contributes to the growing literature on measuring business cycle fluctuations

at high frequency. Recently, weekly or even daily indices for tracking real economic activ-

ity have been brought forward for various countries [see Fenz and Stix, 2021, Eraslan and

Goetz, 2020, Rua and Lourenço, 2020, among others]. Most prominently, Lewis et al. [2020]

established early on in 2020 a weekly economic index (WEI) for the US. Following the rec-

ommendations of Proietti et al. [2018], they derive the 52-week log-differences of their input

variables. Yet, they neglect the facts that some years have 53 weeks and that holidays like

Easter or Christmas are moving from year to year. Contrary to them and other related work,

we specifically clean the data for such kind of effects. In addition, we adjust our series for

intra-monthly seasonal patterns and outliers. Rua and Lourenço [2020] address similar is-

sues using daily data for the Portuguese economy. Our paper complements their analysis

by studying a broader set of indicators and focusing on weekly data instead.

For Switzerland, Eckert et al. [2020] and Burri and Kaufmann [2020] provide alternative

weekly economic activity measures. While both studies demonstrate the usefulness and im-

portance of high-frequency information to capture the downturn of the COVID-19 recession,

they lack the use of data on real economic activity spanning over a long time horizon. Eckert

et al. [2020] mix frequencies to derive a long time series by including monthly and quarterly

data. Our index instead is purely based on daily or weekly information. This has the ad-
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vantage that it is less prone to revisions (for instance from GDP). Further, we do not aim at

constructing a weekly GDP, rather, the objective is to provide a weekly coincident index for

the Swiss economy. Burri and Kaufmann [2020] calculate an index based on financial mar-

kets data and news paper articles. We omit such data as we find it to be of lesser importance

to derive a measurement for real economic activity.

Apart from establishing a novel weekly economic indicator, we also add to the discus-

sion on the usefulness of high-frequency data for predicting GDP growth. The literature

has so far been divided about the nowcasting ability of weekly series relative to monthly

series. According to Carriero et al. [2020], the accuracy of nowcasts for GDP growth typi-

cally improves as time moves forward within a quarter, making additional data available,

with monthly data more important to accuracy than weekly data. Similarly, Bańbura et al.

[2013] report evidence that higher frequency information does not contribute to the now-

casting accuracy of GDP growth. In recent work, Aastveit et al. [2020], Fenz and Stix [2021],

Lewis et al. [2020], Monteforte and Raponi [2019] highlight the strong predictive power of

high frequency information for providing an accurate nowcast of GDP growth. Our findings

add to this discussion by highlighting how an appropriate data adjustment can increment

substantially the informational content in weekly data.

In Section 2, we describe the data and outline the adjustment procedure and method

used to construct the WEA index. We present its in-sample properties in Section 3, followed

by an out-of-sample evaluation in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes.

2 Data and Methodology

This section presents the high-frequency input series used to construct the weekly economic

activity index. We pay particular attention to the data adjustment and highlight the conse-

quence of each transformation step on the characteristics of the data series. In a second step,

we outline the methodological approach to construct the WEA index.

2.1 Data

We gathered daily and weekly data both from private and public sources covering a broad

range of economic activity such as the labor market, consumption, mobility, foreign trade

or industrial production. These data come with its challenges as any other economic indi-

cator: For instance, some series are only available once per month, although collected on a

daily basis (e.g., air freight). Apart, as the collection of high-frequency data is rather novel,

its history is often limited (e.g., parcel mail). Further, some series show substantial volatility

unrelated to business cycle fluctuations (e.g., flows of government finances). On the positive
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side, high-frequency data is often less prone to revisions as typical monthly and quarterly

indicators, since it is generally directly measured at points of sales (e.g., credit card transac-

tions) or official registries (e.g., construction permits).

Overall, we collected a set of 16 different high-frequency indicators.1 While each in-

dicator provides itself a partial picture of economic activity, our objective was to provide

a high-frequency measure of aggregate economic activity. Depending on their individual

characteristics, not all of the available data is equally useful for calculating the weekly busi-

ness cycle index. Thus, we first selected a subset of adequate indicators based on a few

simple criteria: (i) We dropped series which are not published timely, i.e., the data should be

available at most one week after the reference period; (ii) the series should span over at least

four years in order to properly address issues regarding seasonality and calendar effects; (iii)

the indicator should be characterized by some degree of persistence and not be too volatile;

(iv) the data – once aggregated to a quarterly frequency – should be correlated significantly

with GDP or components thereof.2

Given these few criteria, we dropped several variables such as electricity production,

construction permits, job seekers, bankruptcy announcements, passengers at the Zurich air-

port (excluding transit passengers), road traffic (private vehicles and trucks) and financial

market data from our initial list of data. Each of these weekly series comes with its specific

problems. For instance, electricity production is unrelated to business cycle dynamics and

mostly driven by particular movements in the energy market and weather conditions. Con-

struction permits – apart from its high volatility – is a series that generally performs well

for forecasting, though worse for nowcasting due to the time span between the receipt of

the building permit and the actual commencement of construction. Data on insolvency in-

stead are traditionally a lagging indicator. Moreover, in Spring 2020 the filing for insolvency

by public authorities (tax offices, etc.) had temporarily been suspended, making the series

less suitable. What concerns financial variables, their inclusion might spur the picture as

the development in interest rates and stock markets can be heavily influenced by monetary

policy and expectations of financial actors. Other indicators measuring particular aspects of

economic activity may be too short or sector specific. While that may be of separate interest,

we find that including some of these variables results in an overly pessimistic assessment of

the business cycle stance as they would attach too much weight to the service sector relative

to the one implied by National Account data.

Our final data set comprises nine input series listed and described in Table 1. While the

1The full set of indicators is provided in Table 6.
2We have also tested a more elaborate approach such as used in [Camacho and Perez-Quiros, 2010, Glocker

and Wegmüller, 2020], however, while more time and resource intensive, we ended up with the same final set
of data.
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number of series used is comparably small, the data captures real economic activity across

various dimensions and is readily available. In fact, every indicator is obtained with a delay

of not more than five days after the end of the corresponding week. Four indicators start

before 2010, some of them span back as far as 2002.

The input series can broadly be divided into five categories. First, data on card transac-

tions and cash withdrawals capture consumption activity of private households. Transac-

tions with domestic and foreign credit and debit cards are acquirer data, i.e., from the point

of view of the merchant’s bank. They span a wide range of goods and economic sectors and

cover about 60% of the total transaction volume.3 Data on cash withdrawals are collected

from the point of view of the card-issuing bank. They contain cash withdrawals done at

an ATM with debit cards issued by a domestic institution. Second, we use data on foreign

trade in goods. Exports are both an indicator for foreign demand and industrial production,

imports in turn are a measure for domestic demand. For (goods) imports, the data covers

the period 2002 to present, while goods exports are available from February 2013 onward.4

Trade data are deflated using the monthly Import Price Index (IPI) and the Producer Price

Index (PPI) for imports and for exports, respectively. Third, we include electricity consump-

tion, air pollution and net tonne-kilometers (railroad traffic) to capture production activity of

the manufacturing sector. Fourth, registered unemployment indicates the stance of the labor

market. Fifth, we use weekly data on sight deposits held at the Swiss National Bank (SNB)

to capture financial market pressures and economic uncertainty, in particular, appreciation

pressures regarding the Swiss franc.

2.2 Data adjustment

One of the main challenges when working with high-frequency data is its adequate ad-

justment. Weekly data pose special problems because – contrary to annual, quarterly or

monthly data – they are not exactly periodic. The number of any given weekday within a

year can be either 52 or 53, and its position varies from year to year. Further, the seasonal

patterns vary from series to series and show potentially large calendar effects. For instance,

cash withdrawals are high at the end of a month when salaries are paid out and bills are

due; electricity consumption is high when it is cold in winter, but low in the summer; card

3We observe presence transactions only. Data on E-commerce are highly volatile which results in worse
model outcomes, and its correlation with the monthly data from SNB is low.

4The Federal Customs Administration disposes of weekly data for exports since 2002. However, we have
been told that these data are not usable until 2013 because of their poor quality. Prior to 2013, for exports the
dispatch date was used to determine the due customs. As the exact export date of a specific good was often
unknown, it was attributed to the first week of the month. The resulting series shows thus a huge peak at the
beginning of each month. As of February 2013, all transactions are recorded electronically with exact export
dates. Note that monthly data of Swiss foreign trade in goods is available starting from 1988.
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Table 1: Final set of indicators

Series Sourcea Start and frequency Notes

Air pollution EEA 2015 Jan, daily Average concentration of
NO2 (in µg/m3) in 9
Swiss cities

Card
transactions

Worldline 2012 Apr, daily Total credit and debit
card transactions, pres-
ence

Cash
withdrawals

SIX 2016 Aug, daily Total ATM cash with-
drawal using debit
cardsb

Electricity
consumption

Swissgrid,
ENTSOEc

2009 Jan, daily End-user consumption
of energy in GWhd

Goods exports FCA 2013 Feb, weekly Total real goods exports
without valuables and
non-monetary golde

Goods imports FCA 2002 Jan, weekly Total real goods imports
without valuables and
non-monetary goldf

Net tonne
kilometres

SFR 2001 Jan, daily Unit of measurement for
rail freight transportg

Sight deposits SNB 2011 Aug, weekly Weekly average of the
sight deposits held at the
SNB

Registered
unemployment

SECO 2004 Jan, daily Number of registered
unemployed persons at
regional employment
centers

aAbbreviations: EEA - European Environment Agency, ENTSOE - European Network of Transmission Sys-
tem Operators for Electricity, FCA - Federal Customs Administration, SFR - Swiss Federal Railways, SNB -
Swiss National Bank, SECO - State Secretariat for Economic Affairs

bOwn-bank cash withdrawals executed using an ATM of type Futura or Bancomat 5 are registered only
partially and gradually since 2018. Therefore, these values are removed from the series in order to avoid
movements that are not indicators of changes in the business cycle but rather due to an increase of registered
cash withdrawal.

cENTSOE data are used to extend the Swissgrid data, which are delayed available (once a month). These
data have been tested and found to be an highly correlated proxy for Swissgrid data.

dGrid losses and own use in power plants are excluded.
eValuables include precious metals (mainly gold), precious stones and gems, works of art and antiques.

These goods are excluded from the analysis because they are highly volatile, quantitatively large, and contain
no information on the business cycle stance of an economy.

fSee e.
gA net tonne-kilometre (ntkm) corresponds to the transportation of one net tonne of freight over a distance

of one kilometre.

transactions rise at the end of the year for Christmas shopping; rail freight is low around

national holidays. Not least, weekly data are more prone to excessive volatility than lower

frequency data. For example, imports might be extraordinarily high in a specific week due
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to the incoming of a new passenger plane, while in the following week no plane passes the

customs.

Therefore, Proietti et al. [2018] recommends to properly clean high frequency data from

any periodic, calendar and outlier effects prior to estimating any econometric model.5 In the

following we describe six steps of data adjustment. All weekly time series were subjected

to this procedure. In case a (raw) series is available on a daily frequency, we aggregate it to

the weekly frequency prior to any adjustment. Table 2 provides an overview of how each

series is adjusted. Notably, sight deposits do not show any seasonality, hence no adjustment

is made.6

1. Surplus week adjustment. According to international standard ISO 8601, most years

have 52 weeks. However, the yearly surplus day and leap years imply that every 5

to 6 years there is a year with 53 weeks, for example, the years 2004, 2009, 2015, 2020.

Since there are no “half” weeks, some days in their calendar week belong to a year

other than the usual date. We correct all those years that have 53 weeks by the excess

week so that all years in our data set end up having exactly 52 weeks. We enforce this

by distributing the value of the 53rd week evenly to the other weeks of the year. While

this changes the distribution of the weekly values we, however, make sure that this

does not induce a change in the annual values. The primary purpose of removing the

53rd calendar week, if present, is to render feasible the calculation of growth rates with

respect to the same week of the previous year.

2. Calendar day and holiday adjustment. The problem of adjusting data for calendar ef-

fects due to changing month length (surplus day), day-of-the-week effects, and public

holidays is well established in the context of monthly or quarterly data.7 This problem

equivalently applies to weekly data. The key problem concerns public holidays that

move over the calendar weeks (for example: Easter) in comparison to those that are

fixed (for example: New Year’s day). Correcting weekly data for public holidays is

more complex than for lower frequency data, because weeks may be subject to irregu-

larities related to a different amount of working days. To properly adjust for working

day and holiday effects, we take the working day volume of the canton of Zurich.8

5See also Harvey et al. [1997a], Cleveland and Scott [2007].
6We have tested the robustness of our adjustment for data which is available on a daily frequency. For

instance, data on cash withdrawals is available daily, and we ran the routines of Ollech [2018] to seasonally
adjust the daily data first and then aggregate to the weekly frequency. We found that volatility is higher and
not all seasonality was properly removed when following this approach.

7See for instance Cleveland and Devlin [1982] on monthly data and Rodrigues and Esteves [2010] on daily
data.

8Given that the public holidays in Switzerland vary across cantons, we have used public holidays in the
canton Zurich as a proxy for the whole country.
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Besides correcting for the amount of business days per week, one particular issue con-

cerns the treatment of the weeks around the change of the year. Most people are on

vacation between Christmas and New Year’s day – the last week of the year – and this

week either corresponds to the 52nd, 53rd or 1st week depending on the year. Moreover,

if the week with Christmas Eve has many business days before the festivities, economic

activity will be high, whereas it is low if Christmas Eve is early in the week. We check

separately for these end-of-year effects using dummy variables. We use a paramet-

ric Reg-Arima Model to perform the calendar day and holiday adjustments.9 Where

necessary, we also correct the data for temperature effects by including additional re-

gressors: for instance, average concentration of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is higher when

temperatures are low.

3. Seasonal adjustment. Seasonal patterns in weekly data can appear due to recurrent

fluctuations within a month (e.g., unemployment registrations rise in the last week of

the month as contracts end) or because of recurring fluctuations within the year (e.g.,

energy consumption is low in summer and high in winter). Such seasonal fluctuations

mask the underlying business cycle development. We estimate seasonal factors using a

generalized fractional airline decomposition model following Hillmer and Tiao [1982],

Koopman et al. [2007], Ollech [2018].10

4. Excessive volatility adjustment. For most indicators, the previous adjustment steps

are sufficient to establish an informative indicator. Four series, however, display ex-

cessive volatility even after calendar and seasonal adjustment: exports, imports, air

pollution and net tonne-kilometers. We smooth these series by applying a one-sided

three week moving average.11

5. Computing weekly annual growth rates. After implementing steps 1 to 4, we com-

pute the annual growth rates of the series, i.e., the rate of growth of an indicator for a

given week to the same week in the previous year. By doing so, any remaining part of

seasonal elements in the data not captured previously should be eliminated.

9We follow the lines of TRAMO-SEATS proposed by Gomez and Maravall [2001]. More details can be
found in Proietti et al. [2018]. Depending on the characteristics of the series, we estimate the model either in
Levels (additive model) or in Logs (multiplicative model), the order of the model is determined automatically
via AIC information criteria.

10For series with a low number of observations such as cash withdrawals we estimate seasonal factors only
up until Mid-March. We thus avoid that the first shutdown during the COVID-19 has an effect on the seasonal
factors and hence influences the series prior to 2020. The estimated parameter values are then used for the
seasonal adjustment of the whole time series.

11Avoiding this intermediate adjustment step renders model estimation unstable and leads to meaningless
results.
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6. Outlier adjustment. Even after cleaning the data and deriving growth rates, the data

might show certain anomalies unrelated to business cycle movements.12 We correct

for such outliers in the growth rates by applying generalized Hampel filters [Pearson

et al., 2016].13

We now present graphical evidence on how the data adjustment improves the business

cycle signals of the indicators. Figure 1 illustrates the procedure for goods imports (top

row), cash withdrawals (middle row) and registered unemployed persons (bottom row).

The left column shows the respective levels of the weekly data (raw) and after adjustment

steps 1 to 4 (csa). Imports are noisy and plagued by numerous outliers, cash withdrawals

display a more regular seasonal pattern and are less volatile and unemployment figures

are dominated by low-frequency seasonality. Evidently, as soon as seasonal and calendar

effects are removed, business cycle movements become apparent in the series. The sub-

figures in the right column show the year-over-year growth rate of both the raw series and

the final adjusted series as they enter the model (adjusted). For imports, for instance, the

effect of calendar days around the 53rd calendar week (2015 and 2020) is clearly visible and

underscores the importance of proper adjustment.

2.3 Econometric methodology

Next, we describe the details of the econometric approach taken to establish the index of

weekly economic activity. We aim at summarizing the information contained in a set of

high-frequency indicators in one overall index. The leading technical concept in this context

is the linear dynamic factor model (DFM) developed by Geweke [1977] and Sargent and

Sims [1977].14 The basic idea of this class of models is to explain the information contained

in a vector of observable time series by a small number of unobserved (latent) series.

The premise of DFMs is to decompose a vector of observed time series Xt of dimension n

into two orthogonal components: common components, also called latent factors, denoted

by ft, which capture the co-movements among the observed variables in Xt, and an idiosyn-

cratic component, ut,i, ∀ i = 1, ..., n. The idiosyncratic disturbances arise from measurement

12For instance, in any given week Switzerland exports a shipment of an expensive cancer treatment, rising
exports by several 100 Mio. CHF. In the next week, however, no such shipment happens. This leads to sudden
jumps in the growth rates which are observed twice, once in the week of the shipment with an extraordinary
increase and once a year later with an extraordinary decrease.

13We relate a particular data point with the median of preceding and succeeding values according to a
window length to be chosen. A data point is then classified as an outlier if lies far enough from the median.
Outliers are replaced by the median value of the specified window.

14See also Chernis and Sekkel [2017], Camacho and Perez-Quiros [2010], Camacho and Perez Quiros [2011],
Camacho et al. [2015], Rusnák [2016] for applications of such linear models to countries as for instance Ar-
gentina, Canada, Czech Republic, Spain, Switzerland with monthly and quarterly data.
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Figure 1: Data adjustment
Left column: level; right column: growth rates

(a) Goods imports

(b) Cash withdrawals

(c) Registered unemployed persons
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Table 2: Overview of the adjustments

(a) Seasonal and calendar adjustment

Specification ARIMA Further regressors
Air pollution Log (0,1,1) (0,1,1)52 bd, temp
Card transactions Log (0,1,1) (0,1,1)52 bd
Cash withdrawals Log (0,1,1) (0,1,1)52 bd
Electricity consumption Level (0,1,1) (0,1,1)52 bd, cv1, cv52, temp
Goods exports Level (2,1,0) (1,1,0)52 bd, cv1, cv52

Goods imports Level (3,1,1) (0,0,1)52 bd, cv1, cv52

Net tonne kilometres Level (0,1,2) (1,1,0)52 bd
Sight deposits - - -
Registered unemployment Log (0,1,1) (0,1,1)52 bd

Abbreviations bd: business days of the week; cv1: dummy for the calen-
dar week 1 of the year that follows a year with 53 weeks; cv52: dummy
for the calendar week 52 of a year with 53 weeks; temp: weekly average
temperature in Switzerland.

(b) Outlier adjustment

Simple moving average Hampel filter
Window Alignment Window Threshold

Air pollution 3 Backward 6 1
Card transactions - - 6 1.5
Cash withdrawals - - 6 2
Electricity consumption 3 Backward 6 0.75
Goods exports 3 Backward 6 2
Goods imports 3 Backward 6 1.25
Net tonne kilometers 3 Backward 6 0.75
Sight deposits - - 6 2
Registered unemployment - - 6 2

errors and features specific to an individual series. The latent factors follow a stochastic pro-

cess. In what follows we proceed by considering a one-factor structure, implying that ft is a

scalar.15

The vector of time series Xt consists of the nine weekly series described in Table 1. All

individual series in Xt are given by year-on-year growth rates and are standardized. The

15We have tested the robustness of our model to choosing more factors. Increasing the number of factors
reduces substantially the information contained in the business cycle factor and makes it more volatile.
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DFM is specified ∀ t = 1, ..., T by the following system of equations:

Xt = γ · ft + ut, (2.1)(
1− φ f (L)

)
· ft = ν

f
t , (2.2)

(1− φu,i(L)) · ut,i = νt,i ∀ i = 1, ..., n (2.3)(
ν

f
t

νt

)
∼ NID

(
0,

[
σ2

f 0

0 Σν

])
. (2.4)

In the static equation (2.1), the idiosyncratic component is given by ut = (ut,1, ..., ut,n)
′. The

vector of factor loadings γ captures the relation between the common factor ft – our object

of interest in what follows – and the observed variables in Xt.

Equations (2.2) and (2.3) are the transition equations, where νt = (νt,1, ..., νt,n)
′. φ f (L)

and φu,i(L) are lag-polynomials. The common component ft is thus identified based on

both the historical cross-correlations of the vector of variables Xt and its own historical

auto-correlations. Identification is achieved only up to scale, as initial conditions for the

parameters — γ, φ f (L), φu,i(L) and Σν, respectively — are necessary to complete the model.

We assume that Σν is diagonal, implying that all co-variances are zero by construction. For

identification reasons we impose that σ2
f is unity.

The two primary methods for estimating the model, i.e., equations (2.1)–(2.4) and hence

the common factor ft are by principal components and state space methods, where within

the latter, the common factor (and the model’s parameters γ, φ f (L), φu,i(L) and Σν) is esti-

mated by running the Kalman filter [Durbin and Koopman, 2002]. We adopt the state space

approach to estimate the model, as the weekly series in Xt are subject to missing observa-

tions as some series start earlier than others (see Table 1).16

We start the estimation in the first week of 2005. In our preferred specification, equation

(2.2) has an AR(3) structure and the idiosyncratic components (equation (2.3)) are specified

as white noise. We assess the sensitivity of our results with respect to the specification of the

transition equation (2.2) in Section 3.2.2.

3 Measurement

In the following we present the weekly economic activity index. We then proceed with de-

scribing its key in-sample characteristics, discuss its robustness and assess the contributions

of the indicators for the overall index.
16We have also estimated the model using simple principal components methods. As data must be square

and complete, this comes at the expense of having an index starting as late as August 2016.
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3.1 The index of weekly economic activity (WEA)

The model is estimated based on the standardized annual growth rates of the nine indica-

tors outlined in Table 1 contained in Xt. Our index of weekly economic activity is derived

from the common factor ft. As the common factor is not anchored to any measure of eco-

nomic activity, its values are not directly interpretable. To convert the common factor into

meaningful units, we follow Lewis et al. [2020] and re-scale ft to the quarterly year-on-year

GDP growth rates. This scaling implies that the index average over 13 weeks – which cor-

responds roughly to one quarter – gives an indication of the real, seasonally, calendar and

sport event adjusted GDP growth during the period, compared with the same period in the

previous year.17 We chose GDP growth as anchor and target because of its particular interest

for macroeconomic policy makers. The choice of quarterly year-on-year growth rates aligns

with the 52-week growth rates used for the weekly series.

The scaling and shift coefficients are estimated using the regression,

∆4GDPtq = β1 + β2 · ftq + etq , (3.1)

where ∆4GDPtq is the quarterly year-on-year growth rate of GDP, ftq is the common compo-

nent on a quarterly frequency tq. We compute the WEA index as:

WEAtq = β̂1 + β̂2 · ftq . (3.2)

The resulting weekly economic activity index starting in 2005 is displayed in Figure 2. The

WEA index adequately captures the economic development indicated by GDP growth over

a long period of time. Despite a relatively high level of volatility at a weekly frequency, the

index has a correlation of 0.9 with the GDP growth rate at a quarterly level. For the period

between the major crises in 2009 and 2020, the correlation is almost 0.6 and is therefore

comparable with that of widely used monthly economic indicators.18

3.2 Properties of the latent factor

We now turn to discuss the properties of the common factor in detail and assess its sensi-

tivity. In this context, we first check the robustness with respect to adding further variables

to the model and second to alternative specifications of the dynamic elements in equation

(2.2).

We start by discussing the factor loadings of our preferred specification to assess the

model’s in-sample fit. Table 3 lists the factor loadings (γ) associated with the common factor

ft on the weekly series. The table provides an overview of the estimated factor loadings

17Quarterly GDP for Switzerland starts in 1980 and is published on https://www.seco.admin.ch/gdp.
18See for instance Glocker and Kaniovski [2019].
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Figure 2: Swiss weekly economic activity (WEA) index

Table 3: Factor loadings of different models

Indicator Base Hard data Financial data
Air pollution 0.21 0.37 0.36
Card transactions 0.21 0.02 0.01
Cash withdrawal 0.38 0.03 0.02
Electricity consumption 0.30 0.55 0.57
Goods exports 0.57 0.11 0.11
Goods imports 0.44 0.63 0.66
Net tonne-kilometer 0.43 0.05 0.05
Registered unemployment -0.37 -0.03 -0.03
Sight deposits -0.03 -0.02 -0.02
Bankruptcies - 0.12 -
Flight passengers - 0.01 -
Trucks traffic - -0.00 -
Term spread - - -0.01
Volatility SMI - - 0.04
Contemp. Correlation 0.89 0.80 0.83

across different series comprised in Xt. Our preferred model is composed of nine indica-

tors. The results thereof are depicted in the first column of Table 3. All estimated factor

loadings are different from zero at least at the five percent level of statistical significance.

Moreover, all factor loadings have the expected sign. In particular, registered unemploy-

ment and sight deposits have a negative effect on the common factor ft. These two variables

are counter-cyclical: an increase in sight deposits held by the national bank generally im-

ply heightened appreciation pressures of the Swiss Franc, which usually happens at times
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of financial distress or high economic uncertainty.19 As regards, unemployment, the nega-

tive sign essentially confirms the role of Okun’s law for the Swiss economy. Concerning the

positive factor loading of imports: contrary to the standard view in national accounting, im-

ports are interpreted within the model as an indicator of final demand, and therefore have a

pro-cyclical behavior.

While the sign of the factor loadings is important, the same applies to their size. Since all

variables used in the model enter in standardized form, the factor loadings allow for a di-

rect assessment of a variable’s contribution to the common factor ft. As can be seen, imports,

exports and net tonne-kilometers have the largest factor loadings (in absolute terms) high-

lighting their dominant role. Since these three variables capture the underlying dynamics of

the manufacturing sector, the model hence confirms the dominant role of the manufacturing

sector for shaping the aggregate fluctuations of the Swiss economy.

3.2.1 Augmenting the set of variables

Next, we discuss the robustness of our preferred specification to changes in the variable

composition in Xt. So far, we have presented an index of weekly economic activity based

on nine indicators. As mentioned in Section 2.1, there are several other possible weekly in-

dicators which could be considered. Besides studying the robustness of factor loadings, we

judge the overall model fit by comparing the common factor’s contemporaneous correlation

with GDP across different model specifications (bottom row of Table 3). Since we intend to

identify a measure for weekly economic activity that co-moves strongly with GDP, we hence

consider the factor’s correlation with the y-o-y growth rate of GDP as another aspect within

the model/variable selection process.20

The second column of Table 3 therefor provides the factor loadings for an extended

model in which we add further hard indicators. The indicators still fulfill the criteria of

timely availability, reasonable volatility and economic content. As it turns out, the series for

bankruptcies has a positive factor loading which is at odds with theoretical considerations.

While the estimated size of the factor loading is large compared to the one of other variables,

it is though not statistically different from zero. The factor loadings of flight passengers and

truck traffic are negligibly small with the loading of the latter also being of wrong sign. The

extension of our preferred specification with additional hard data also leads to heightened

19See for instance Jordan [2016] for a description on recent monetary policy adjustments by the Swiss Na-
tional Bank.

20We calculate the correlation using quarterly data for the common factor ( ft, done by considering the aver-
age across the corresponding weeks) and the y-o-y growth rate of GDP. We compute the correlation for both
the entire time span and a sub-sample: the period between the recession that occurred within the global finan-
cial crisis and the COVID-19 recession. This is important in order to identify possible sub-sample instabilities
which then allows for a better overall assessment of the latent factor’s quality to timely track economic activity.
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volatility in the factor and a lower correlation with GDP.

As the aim of the weekly index is to capture real economic activity, we omitted any

financial data in a first step. Yet, financial data might also contain relevant business cycle

information.21 The third column thus provides the factor loadings for yet another extended

model in which we add two financial variables – the term spread and the implied volatility

of the Swiss stock market index (VSMI) – to the baseline specification.22 The loadings of

both variables are negligibly small and of wrong sign in each case. Moreover, they are not

statistically different from zero at the five percent level of significance and the model’s in-

sample performance worsens substantially.

Summarized, in the context of weekly data it is not necessarily the case that more data

is always better. The nine variables selected in our preferred specification are sufficient to

establish a weekly index that provides a robust and coherent picture of Swiss economic

activity.

3.2.2 Sensitivity to changes in the specification

We now evaluate the robustness of the estimated common factor of our preferred specifica-

tion to variations in the model set-up. We consider two extensions in this context involving

different specifications of the transition equation (2.2) in each case.23

Our baseline model uses an AR(3) specification for the transition equation (2.2). While

an auto-regressive specification is common in this context [compare Camacho and Perez-

Quiros, 2010, Carriero et al., 2020, among others], there are though various alternatives. We

assess the sensitivity of the results of the baseline model with respect to extensions involving

(i) a multivariate local-level model, and (ii) different lag-lengths for equation (2.2).24

Our baseline specification can be changed to a multivariate local-level set-up when chang-

ing equation (2.2) to a random walk: ft = ft−1 + ν
f
t . As a consequence of this change, the

corresponding factor ft turns out to be slightly more volatile, though still very much in line

with the AR(3) specification. The same also applies to the second extension where we con-

sider either an AR(1) or an AR(2) specification for equation (2.2) as further alternatives. In

both cases, the path of the common factor is similar to that of the baseline specification, yet

21See for instance Burri and Kaufmann [2020]. Further, Stuart [2020] provides evidence that the term struc-
ture contains information useful for predicting recessions in Switzerland.

22We also tested the model’s robustness with stock indices SMI and SPI as well as with the nominal
CHF/EUR-exchange rate. Here we only report the best model with financial data. Further results are available
upon request.

23We have run several different robustness exercises: Apart from estimating the model with more than one
factor or with principal components instead of maximum likelihood, we also tested whether imposing a lag
structure in equation (2.3) reduces the volatility of the latent factor. Typically, the idiosyncratic terms follow an
AR(2) process. In our case, this renders the factor unstable and leads to implausible results.

24We refrain from considering non-linear extensions as done for instance in Camacho et al. [2018] by using a
Markov-switching process, given that it is not the aim of the paper to identify different regimes over time.
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we prefer the model with three lags as the coefficients for the first three lags are statistically

significantly different from zero, while in-significant from the fourth lag onward.

Finally, we assess the size of revisions to the index. Overall, they are very limited. A com-

parison of the published first indicator release with the last available vintage reveals only

very small quantitative changes in the path of the WEA index.25 The real-time publication

of the WEA index already provides a good estimate of the prevailing economic situation.

The results underscore the stability of our model within an excessively volatile economic

episode. This contrasts the findings of Eckert et al. [2020] and shows the usefulness of a

purely weekly data set.

3.3 Contribution of the variables to the WEA index

An important aspect in the context of business cycle surveillance concerns the identification

of sector-specific developments in shaping aggregate fluctuations. Since our set-up involves

variables that proxy for the developments arising from different sectors, we can use the

WEA index to assess the extent to which different sectors and/or markets shape the overall

dynamics. We do so by considering the contribution of each variable in the vector Xt of the

observation equation (2.1) for the path of the WEA index. To this purpose, we use equation

(2.1) and consider the change in the WEA index relative to the change in the variables in Xt.

Considering equation (2.1), while the marginal contribution of variable xi,t ∈ Xt to the factor

ft is given by ∆ ft/∆xi,t = γi, the contribution of variable xi,t for the change in the factor can

then be computed by ∆ ft = γi∆xi,t, i.e., we assess the change in the common factor ft that

arises from a change in some variable xi,t [Rosen and Saunders, 2010]. We do so for each

of the nine variables in Xt. Once having identified the contribution of a particular variable

to the common factor ft, we then use equation (3.2) the assess its contribution for the WEA

index. The results of this exercise are depicted in Figure 3.

We show the temporal trajectory of the contributions only for the year 2020. The graph

gives an insight into the driving forces behind the economic slump in the wake of the COVID-

19 pandemic. From mid-March onward, both exports and imports contributed most to the

decline in economic activity. The decline in exports reflects the contraction in international

demand. Due to the high import content of exports, this is also reflected in imports. More-

over, trade in goods was impaired by the abrupt interruption of global value chains.26 Indi-

cators which proxy private household consumption also display a strong decline and hence

a pronounced negative contribution to the WEA index. Both cash withdrawals and card

transactions fell immediately once the shutdown was put in place by March 16, 2020. Ac-

25See 4 in the Appendix.
26See Büchel et al. [2020] for a description of the COVID-19 related Swiss trade collapse.
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Figure 3: Contribution of the variables to the weekly index

cordingly, both variables show a strong negative contribution to the WEA index. In con-

trast to the indicators for foreign trade and consumption, those that capture activity in the

manufacturing sector reveal a smaller contribution to the overall economic downturn. Elec-

tricity consumption, air pollution and the transportation of goods by railways (net tonne-

kilometers) all contribute negatively, albeit only moderately.

The figure also identifies the variables that shaped the economic recovery once the con-

tainment measures were lifted step by step from mid-May onward. The rapid rebound in

international demand led to a swift disappearance of the negative contributions of exports

to the WEA index. Besides, the opening of the retail sector boosted consumption activities,

mirrored by a swiftly declining negative contribution of card transactions. The contribution

of cash withdrawal remains negative throughout 2020, as people shifted their preferences

towards card payments.

The indicator for unemployment has a somewhat contrary trend as shown in Figure

3. While unemployment had only a small negative contribution to the WEA index in the

phases of the most pronounced containment measures, the negative contributions increased

in the wake of the economic recovery. The reason for this delayed course could be the exten-

sive public support measures in the form of, for example, short-time work policies, which

stretched the overall adjustment in the labor market.
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4 Assessing the informational content of the WEA index

In this section we illustrate the usefulness of weekly data – in our case in form of the WEA

index – for predicting GDP growth. In a first step, we asses the role of data adjustment

as outlined in Section 2.2. We then continue with evaluating the informational content of

weekly data relative to the one contained in commonly used monthly business cycle indica-

tors for the Swiss economy. Finally, we provide some robustness checks for our findings.

4.1 Out-of-sample setup

We conduct the forecast exercise in pseudo real-time; i.e., we mimic the regular forecasting

routine, but abstract from potential data revisions in the weekly input series. As mentioned

previously, most of the weekly indicators contained in the WEA index are not revised ex

post. What concerns the target variable GDP, we draw real-time vintages from Indergand

and Leist [2014].

We consider a weekly calendar of data releases and forecast origins similar to Carriero

et al. [2020]. Our forecast calendar includes 13 weeks for each quarter, reflecting approxi-

mately four weeks per month of the quarter. The WEA index of a corresponding week is

released with a time lag of one week. GDP is published with a delay of 60 days, i.e., 26

weeks. The assessment considers therefor the prediction of current quarter GDP (“Now-

cast”) for horizons 1 to 13 weeks and of the following quarter (“Forecast”), corresponding to

weeks 14 to 25. Our estimation sample spans from 2007:W1 to 2020:W52, which amounts to

683 weeks, or 52 quarters. We define the period between the financial crisis of 2008 and the

beginning of the coronavirus recession of 2020 as subsample without economic recession in

Switzerland. In particular, following the recession dating of the ECRI-Institute27, the sub-

sample spans from 2009:M5 to 2019:M11. The estimation sample is recursively expanded

over time.

We calculate the relative root-mean-squared error (RRMSE) to measure the predictive

accuracy. As a benchmark, we estimate an AR(1)-model on the real-time vintages of GDP

growth.28 Forecast errors are calculated relative to the final GDP vintage.29

27See ECRI Business Cycle Peak and Trough Dates .
28Our results are qualitatively robust to other benchmarks such as random walk or an AR(p)-model with

lags determined by by the BIC. Results are reported separately in the Appendix (See Tables 7 and 9).
29The results are qualitatively robust to calculating forecast errors relative to the first release of GDP (see

Tables 8 and 10 in the Appendix).
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4.2 The role of data adjustment

The adjustment of weekly data prior to estimating a weekly composite index comprises

a central part of this work. We now assess the gains of this procedure for the predictive

accuracy of the WEA index. For this purpose we compute an alternative WEA index based

on the same nine input series, though, without any adjustment of the data as outlined in

Section 2.2. This approach is analogous to the one of Lewis et al. [2020]. We refer to these

two weekly activity measures as adjusted and unadjusted WEA indices.30 In a first step, we

do not specify any econometric structure to derive the forecasts. Rather, we test for the

following direct relationship:

ytq = WEAi,t, (4.1)

in which ytq is our target variable GDP growth, and i either stands for Mean or Last. The

former corresponds to the average WEA index of the published weeks corresponding to the

quarter to predict (henceforth WEA MEAN); the latter corresponds to the last observed value

of the WEA index in the corresponding quarter (henceforth WEA LAST). For the quarter one

period ahead, we either extend the mean or last value to the end of the prediction period.

We provide evidence of this first exercise in Table 4. The table reports relative RMSE

together with significance levels from modified Diebold-Mariano tests,31 where we test the

hypothesis whether the adjusted WEA index outperforms the unadjusted index.

Table 4: Forecasting performance of WEA index

Full sample 2009 Q2 - 2019 Q4
Horizon 1 7 13 19 25 1 7 13 19 25
adjusted

MEAN 0.59*** 0.59** 0.70* 0.94** 0.99*** 0.83*** 0.75 0.90 0.94 1.02
LAST 0.68** 0.62** 0.66** 0.89** 0.98*** 0.88** 0.78* 0.85 0.91 1.03

unadjusted
MEAN 0.83 0.86 1.11 1.16 1.20 1.26 1.27 1.44 1.46 1.49
LAST 0.83 0.91 0.98 1.14 1.22 1.16 1.34 1.46 1.42 1.57
RMSE relative to the benchmark model AR(1). Forecasting horizon in weeks.
Modified Diebold-Mariano test: the alternative hypothesis states that the adjusted
WEA method is more accurate than the unadjusted method.
Significance level: p-value: *** < 0.01, ** < 0.05, * < 0.1.

Several results emerge. First, both adjusted WEA indices exhibit at any horizon a lower

RMSE relative to the benchmark. Second, the unadjusted indices also exhibit a better per-

30Figure 5 in the Appendix illustrates the difference over time in the two series.
31Diebold and Mariano [1995] provide a pairwise test to analyze whether the differences between two or

more competing models are statistically significant. As there is potentially a short-sample problem, we apply
the modified version of the Diebold-Mariano test according to Harvey et al. [1997b].
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formance, but only for a short horizon. Third, the forecasting accuracy improves with a

decreasing horizon in all cases. For instance, with only 7 weeks left (middle of the now-

casting quarter), the WEA MEAN index is 40% better than the AR benchmark. Fourth, the

difference between WEA LAST and WEA MEAN is negligible. Fifth, both WEA MEAN and

WEA LAST with adjusted inputs performs significantly better than its unadjusted counter-

part. This applies across any horizon considered (1 week to 25 weeks). We interpret this

result as strong indication for our proposed data adjustment procedure outlined in Section

2.2. Finally, the results are robust also for the subsample without crisis periods. However,

results are not significant anymore for the forecasting period.

4.3 Is weekly information superior to monthly?

As we have shown in the previous section, the WEA index with adjusted inputs contains

valuable information for now- and forecasting. We now challenge its performance against

two established monthly business cycle indicators for the Swiss economy:32 (i) KOF Eco-

nomic Barometer,33 and (ii) the SECO-SEC indicator.34 We assign to each indicator a typical

release or availability week based on its usual publication schedule. Specifically, we allocate

the monthly data to the first, fifth and ninth week of any given quarter. For instance, at the

end of week 2, a forecaster has yet no new information from the monthly indicators, though

one additional week of the WEA index. The key question is whether this additional weekly

information improves the predictive accuracy for GDP growth.

Contrary to the WEA index, the levels of the monthly indicators cannot be directly inter-

preted as growth rates of GDP and we need to specify some econometric model. To keep it

simple, we consider single indicator Bridge equations following Baffigi et al. [2004]:

ytq = α + γytq−1 + β (L) xtq + utq , (4.2)

in which ytq is again quarterly GDP growth. The bridge equation contains a constant,

α and potentially an autoregressive term, γytq−1. The lag polynomial is given by β (L) =

∑
p
i=0 βi+1Li, with Lxtq = xtq−1. The predictor xtq is the monthly or weekly indicator xtm,w

aggregated to the quarterly frequency via the function xtq = ∑r
j=0 ωjLj/3,13xtm,w . This is an

indirect forecasting procedure as it involves two steps: (1) forecasting the monthly or weekly

32There are other possible alternatives. For instance, we also perform the tests with respect to the manufac-
turing PMI, to an export-weighted manufacturing PMI, and to the Business Cycle Index of the Swiss National
Bank (SNB-BCI). Our findings are qualitatively robust and shown in the appendix.

33The KOF Economic Barometer is a leading composite indicator that shows how the Swiss economy is likely
to develop. The database consists of over 500 indicators of which only a sub-set is used which, though changes
over time Graff et al. [2014].

34This indicator (Swiss economic confidence indicator) is provided by SECO and comprises thirty survey
indicators for the Swiss economy. See https://www.seco.admin.ch/kss for the data.
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indicator; (2) time aggregation to obtain the quarterly prediction.35

We consider two distinct econometric models for the assessment: (i) Bridge equations,

and (ii) Bridge equations with autoregressive elements (AR-Bridge), where the lag order

is determined by BIC. Analogous to the monthly indicators, we estimate Bridge equations

also for the WEA. This allows not only for a fair assessment across the monthly and weekly

indicators, it also renders the possibility to test whether additional econometric structure on

top of the weekly index improves its nowcasting performance further. We use the real-time

vintages for GDP growth.

Table 5: Forecasting performance of WEA index versus monthly indicators

Full sample 2009 Q2 - 2019 Q4
Horizon 1 7 13 19 25 1 7 13 19 25
WEA adjusted

MEAN 0.59** 0.59* 0.70 0.94* 0.99 0.83* 0.75 0.90 0.94 1.02
LAST 0.68** 0.62* 0.66 0.89* 0.98 0.88 0.78 0.85 0.91 1.03
AR-BRIDGE 0.69** 0.72* 0.77* 0.83 0.89 0.76* 0.69 0.79 0.85 1.01
BRIDGE 0.59** 0.61* 0.75 0.94 1.00 0.82* 0.75 0.90 1.03 1.14

monthly data
KOF AR-BRI. 0.74** 0.84* 0.93** 0.94* 0.94 0.82* 0.76 0.75 0.70 0.68
KOF BRI. 0.98 0.84 0.93 0.87 0.85 1.06 0.85 0.80 0.58 0.53
SEC AR-BRI. 0.69** 0.74* 0.85 0.83 0.84 0.80* 0.71 0.69 0.62 0.61
SEC BRI. 0.74** 0.63* 0.77 0.73 0.74 0.84 0.65 0.64 0.43 0.46
RMSE relative to the benchmark model AR(1). Forecasting horizon in weeks.
Modified Diebold-Mariano test: the alternative hypothesis states that the tested method
is more accurate than the benchmark.
Significance level: p-value: *** < 0.01, ** < 0.05, * < 0.1.
Test for monthly data: WEA MEAN (adj.) is more accurate than the model. Figures in
boldface indicate significance at least at the 10% level.

We report evidence of this exercise in Table 5. Again, the RMSE for different forecasting

horizons in weeks is relative to the AR(1) benchmark model. Significance levels are based

on the modified Diebold-Mariano test with the null-hypothesis that the tested model out-

performs the benchmark. The results highlight the following: (i) For nowcasting, i.e., up

to a horizon of 13 weeks, the WEA index clearly outperforms the monthly indicators. The

difference is significantly different from zero at the 1% level. (ii) Regarding the forecasting

period (13 weeks and more horizon), the monthly indicators perform somewhat better than

the predictions with the WEA index. The statistical support for this is, however, limited.

(iii) The nowcasts with weekly data do not improve when adding econometric structure via

Bridge equations and accounting for the autoregressive structure in GDP. Predictions based

35For brevity and simplicity, we do not compare a vast amount of different modeling approaches. As an
extension for future work, one could study the performance of Mixed-data sampling (MIDAS) models follow-
ing Ghysels et al. [2006] with weekly data (see Galvão [2013] for an application to weekly data) as a direct
forecasting approach and compare the results to simple Bridge equations.
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on (WEA MEAN) are at least as good as when using a Bridge equation. (iv) Forecasts with

weekly data improve when estimating a Bridge equation including an autoregressive com-

ponent for GDP growth. (v) The results are also encouraging for the period between the two

great recessions of 2008 and 2020: weekly data exhibits similarly low RRMSE as its monthly

counterpart, though its performance is not significantly better. What concerns the forecast-

ing period (horizon of 13 and more weeks), the monthly data even outperforms our weekly

index.

To summarize, we find clear evidence that weekly data can have superior informational

content for GDP now- and forecasting relative to commonly used monthly business cycle

indicators. Moreover, the performance of the WEA cannot be further improved by adding

information on GDP via a Bridge equation. This implies in turn that our weekly index

provides a very adequate picture of real economic activity, albeit only composed by nine

indicators. Given the subsample stability of our results, the WEA proves not only a useful

tool during recessions, but also serves for nowcasting in calm economic times.

5 Conclusion

The COVID-19 pandemic has boosted the need for quickly available tools to assess the cur-

rent stance of the business cycle. While in calm times monthly or even quarterly data is suf-

ficient for analysts and policy makers, the speed and severity of the current crisis requires

tools at an higher frequency.

We have developed a coincident business cycle indicator based on nine weekly time

series, which we carefully adjust for seasonal patterns, calendar effects, outliers, and the

surplus week. The resulting high-frequency index has a high correlation with GDP and

accurately captures movements in the Swiss business cycle since 2005.

Its early availability compared to other business cycle indicators makes it a great tool for

macroeconomic surveillance, not only in crisis times. A real-time evaluation highlights the

superior informational content of the index relative to commonly used monthly indicators

for nowcasting GDP growth.

Our results should not only be regarded as particular to the case of the Swiss economy.

We show that an appropriate adjustment of weekly data is essential to obtain good pre-

dictions of GDP growth. This finding supports the construction and refinement of similar

weekly indices in other countries.
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A Additional Tables

Table 6: Other weekly indicators tested for WEA index

Series Source Start and frequency

Financial markets data

Nominal exchange rate CHF-EUR Macrobond Financials AB 2000 Jan, daily

Term spread Macrobond Financials AB 2000 Jan, daily

Volatility SMI Macrobond Financials AB 2000 Jan, daily

Hard data

Bankrupcies SOGC 2002 Jan, daily

Constuction permits Wüest Partner 2008 Jan, daily

Energy production Swissgrid, ENTSOE 2009 Jan, daily

Federal tax flows FTA 2016 Jan, daily

Flight passengers Airport Zurich, FOCA 1998 Jan, weekly

Mailed letters Swiss Post 2019 Jan, weekly

Parcels shipment Swiss Post 2019 Jan, weekly

Retail sales paid by debit card SIX 2016 Aug, daily

Truck traffic FEDRO 2005 Jan, weekly

Value Added Tax FTA 2019 Jan, weekly

Abbreviations FOCA: Federal Office of Civil Aviation; FEDRO: Federal Roads Office;
SOGC: Swiss Official Gazzette of Commerce
Note Construction permits are available since 2000 but we were warned from the
source about their poor quality until 2008.
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Table 7: Forecasting performance of WEA index w.r.t. another benchmark model

Full sample
Horizon 1 7 13 19 25
adjusted

WEA LAST 0.492* 0.541** 0.729** 0.996** 1.093***
WEA MEAN 0.429*** 0.516** 0.774* 1.047** 1.100***

unadjusted
WEA LAST 0.597 0.793 1.087 1.266 1.362
WEA MEAN 0.600 0.748 1.228 1.296 1.333
RMSE relative to the benchmark model Auto Arima.
Forecasting horizon in weeks. Modified Diebold-
Mariano test: the alternative hypothesis states that the
adjusted WEA method is more accurate than the unad-
justed method.
Significance level: p-value: *** < 0.01, ** < 0.05, * < 0.1.

Table 8: Forecasting performance w.r.t. the first release of GDP

Full sample
Horizon 1 7 13 19 25
adjusted

WEA LAST 0.797* 0.665** 0.66*** 0.925** 0.999**
WEA MEAN 0.669*** 0.605** 0.708* 0.962** 1.006**

unadjusted
WEA LAST 0.960 0.990 1.072 1.184 1.262
WEA MEAN 0.950 0.919 1.170 1.204 1.236
RMSE relative to the benchmark model AR(1). Fore-
casting horizon in weeks. Modified Diebold-Mariano
test: the alternative hypothesis states that the adjusted
WEA method is more accurate than the unadjusted
method.
Significance level: p-value: *** < 0.01, ** < 0.05, * < 0.1.
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Table 9: Forecasting performance of WEA index versus monthly indicators w.r.t. another
benchmark model

Full sample
Horizon 1 7 13 19 25
WEA adjusted

AR-BRIDGE 0.494* 0.629 0.850 0.919 0.987
BRIDGE 0.427* 0.529 0.833 1.049 1.111
LAST 0.492* 0.541 0.729 0.996 1.093
MEAN 0.429* 0.516 0.774 1.047 1.100

monthly data
KOF AR-BRIDGE 0.536* 0.732 1.031 1.045 1.044
KOF BRIDGE 0.708 0.732 1.030 0.968** 0.944**
SEC AR-BRIDGE 0.495* 0.643 0.938 0.921 0.940
SEC BRIDGE 0.536* 0.546 0.850* 0.808 0.823
RMSE relative to the benchmark model Auto Arima. Fore-
casting horizon in weeks. Modified Diebold-Mariano test:
the alternative hypothesis states that the tested method is
more accurate than the benchmark.
Significance level: p-value: *** < 0.01, ** < 0.05, * < 0.1.
Test for monthly data: WEA MEAN (adj.) is more accurate
than the model.
Significance level: p-value: bold < 0.05, italic < 0.1.

Table 10: Forecasting performance of WEA index versus monthly indicators w.r.t. the first
release of GDP

Full sample
Horizon 1 7 13 19 25
WEA adjsuted

AR-BRIDGE 0.697** 0.800* 0.843 0.872 0.917*
BRIDGE 0.668* 0.643 0.804 0.976 1.018
LAST 0.797 0.665 0.660 0.925 0.999
MEAN 0.669* 0.605 0.708 0.962 1.006

monthly data
KOF AR-BRIDGE 0.689** 0.809 0.925** 0.949 0.953
KOF BRIDGE 1.045 0.877 0.993 0.917 0.906
SEC AR-BRIDGE 0.640** 0.737* 0.880* 0.869 0.887
SEC BRIDGE 0.840* 0.704 0.870* 0.808 0.811
RMSE relative to the benchmark model AR(1). Forecasting
horizon in weeks. Modified Diebold-Mariano test: the al-
ternative hypothesis states that the tested method is more
accurate than the benchmark.
Significance level: p-value: *** < 0.01, ** < 0.05, * < 0.1.
Test for monthly data: WEA MEAN (adj.) is more accurate
than the model.
Significance level: p-value: bold < 0.05, italic < 0.1.
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B Additional Figures

Figure 4: Real-time path of the WEA index from 2020

Figure 5: Adjusted and unadjusted WEA
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